THE  FREEDOM  OF THE   CHURCH
freedom to those who could be trusted not to abuse it, while
denying it to the Jesuits, whom they had no intention of
recognizing, if they could help it, as an integral part of French
society.
As the French proverb says, appetite comes whilst eating.
The prosperity which toleration, illegal indeed but practically
extensive,1 had given to Church—and particularly to Jesuit—
schools no longer satisfied them, and they yearned after
the happy days of the pre-Revolution monopoly. For this to
return, all they considered necessary was the proclamation
of complete freedom of teaching, including some scheme of
State grants to free secondary schools; once put on a level,
Church schools would easily outstrip State schools; Catholic
parents, who were assumed to be the great mass, naturally
preferring for their children a religious moral atmosphere to
that of non-religious and " lay " State establishments, whose
numbers kept up only because their superior financial re-
sources gave them an unfair advantage. In the study we are
entering into it is essential to understand exactly what was
the " freedom " for which clamoured, if not all Catholics, at
least a considerable section; we shall fail otherwise to under-
stand the violence of the resistance to what may seem at first
to have been a not unreasonable demand for liberty.
The " out-and-out " Catholic programme, the publication
of which really marks the beginning of the " Education War/'
was put forward in a book edited by a committee of priests
presided over by M. Rohrbacher, and entitled: Le Monopole
universitaire enfin devoile devant la France liberate et catholique:
les Doctrines^ Institutions et Sacerdoce de I'Eglise enjin justifiees
devant I* Opinion publique. The main points were as follows :
i. The Catholic child must receive authoritatively his re-
ligious beliefs and practices; these can be communicated only
by the force of example; therefore he cannot be taught by
anti-Catholics, as he is in State schools with a mixed personnel,
in which he has to mix with non-Catholic children, in addition
1 There were in 1828 some 12 Jesuit teaching establishments, in 1840
there were 74. In 1838 Church secondary schools and seminaries numbered
63,000 pupils, State schools 52,000.
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